
Litephilia 2017—18: (hosted by English Literary Society Litworms) 

The Annual Literary Festival of the department was organized by LITWORMS Literary 

Society of Shyam Lal College on 16th March 2018. For the first time, the Department organized 

events as Inter-college competitions, where students from different colleges/universities 

participated in huge numbers. Stepping aside of the usual zone of literature the Department 

student collective organized fun-filled & learner-centric events including (a) Calligraphy—

Scribble with Style (b) INKLINK: Pictionary Contest, (c) The One with the Quiz (d) Standup 

Comedy and (e) Dub-mash. There are many benefits with respect to the quiz such as: students 

tend to actually read the material. Students are placed in the right attitude for learning. Students 

feel more confident to discuss the material. Students raise their grades by simply reading the 

material. The quiz provides a good lead-in for either a lecture or discussion of the material. 

Students grow curious about the answers. Students are provided with a real foundation for 

intellectual growth. Thus the purpose of organizing an event like 'INKLINK' not only helped 

students participate in the competition but also helped them to have a close reading of their texts

57 students participated in this event.

 

          

 



  

 

 

 



The Department of English (Literary Society) also organized two events: a dialogue 

competition— titled Re-hash (Dialogue Translation) and Re-vamp (Alternate Ending) on 5th 

February, 2018.  Dialogue is a great way for characters to reveal themselves in the words they 

use and the way those words are delivered. The competition Re-vamp focused on consistency 

within each character by using unique speech patterns, vernacular, and the lingo of each 

character’s particular occupation or background. Re-hash again was an important event 

organized by the department because it gave the students an opportunity to elaborate their 

imagination and get hold of the language. Such events are also helpful in increasing the potential 

of a student in terms of speaking, writing, and communicating skills. 
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